
The bumpy road to proficiency
How to succeed (and survive) in language learning?

English worldwide

growing masses of people learning and using English worldwide, 
on a scale unprecedented by any previous lingua franca:

non-native users outnumber NSs by a ratio of 4:1 (Seargeant 2012:181)
by 2050 the share of NSs of English will drop from 8% to 5% (Crystal 
2012)

this world language is no longer being shaped exclusively by its 
native users
learners’ communication with so-called NSs may not extend beyond 
the classroom
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The evolution of ELF

Non-native users adapt and variably alter English ad hoc to suit
their communicative purpose (rather than “adopt” it as a
“franchise language”; Widdowson 2003:50)

Thus, they preserve their identity without striving to mimic NSs’
conventions which for them are communicatively irrelevant

(Kumaravadivelu: integration/assimilation imprisonment)

Any language is an evolving system, continually shaped by use
(Cameron & Larsen-Freeman 2007, Larsen-Freeman & Cameron 2008) The
changes taking place in English are normal and natural
processes of spread, variation and adaptability, only
accelerated and intensified by its non-native users
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Europeans and their Languages

EU 2012: while English was the L1 for 13% of the European 
population (on a par with Italian, and in comparison with 16% for 

further 38% spoke it well enough to hold a conversation 

(after: Eurobarometer 386/2012)
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The estimated ranking of languages (a) when second language use
is taken into account on top of the first (left: Graddol 2006:62),

(b) by competent speakers (right: after Morrison 2002); in millions

1 Mandarin 1,502 English 1,900
2 English 508 (of which 

341m L1)
Mandarin 1,000

3 Hindi 487 Hindi/Urdu 550
4 Spanish 417 Spanish 450
5 Russian 277 Russian 290
6 211 Indonesian/Malaysian 200

7 191 Arabic 180
8 German 128 180
9 French 128 175
10 Japanese 126 Japanese 140
11 French 130
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In sum

While serving this function since the first colonisations in
the 16th century, the English language has now truly
established itself as a language of nearly global
communication

the predominant reason for learning – to interact
primarily not with its NSs, but with other non-native
users
English has freed itself from the shackles tying it to
national identity (unlike other languages which have
stereotypical images; Lochtman 2006)
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From the language of power and prestige…

English has long been
• an indicator of:

– progress
– social prestige
– economic power (even if no longer colonial power)
– level of education, or
– the desire for upward mobility

• a window to success and gateway to wealth – if not a 
gate-keeping device
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• not knowing English nowadays == condemnation to
poverty and relegation to an excluded minority rather
than majority of the population

• one of the basic, generic skills necessary to acquire new
knowledge and specialist expertise in professional
development (Graddol 2006:72), a necessity becoming part
of literacy

• losing its function and separate place in the curriculum
as a discipline—a foreign language—becoming instead a
component of basic education:
– CLIL/EMILÉ
– CEF ‘can do’ statements
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… to a basic skill
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Defining the NS
• place of birth
• concomitant accent
• skin colour
• primacy in order of acquisition
• way and environment of acquisition
• acculturation through growing up in the language community
• phonological, linguistic and communicative competence
• dominance of the language and comfort in usage
• ethnic identity
• nationality/domicile
• perception of one’s own linguistic identity
• perception of linguistic identity and competence in the eyes of others
• monolingualism
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‘ roper’, ‘real’, ‘Standard English’ = ?

reified notion, difficult to define as a discrete and uniform 
entity:
reference descriptions—representations found in grammar
books and dictionaries—do not find a match with the
actual, inevitably incomplete and restricted, knowledge and
usage by any individual

many NSs themselves conform neither to the
prescriptive rules of ‘StE’, nor to the usage norms
identified in corpus research
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‘ roper’, ‘real’, ‘Standard English’ = ?

NSs themselves speak with accents that diverge from the ‘standard’:
– many dialects of North AmE do not have the [ ] vowel (cf cot-

caught merger)
– do not distinguish unstressed [ ] from schwa (roses = Rosa’s)
– or /t/ and /d/ in unstressed syllables (latter ladder both articulated 

with the alveolar flap [ ])
– while Cockney merges the interdentals / / and /ð/ with /f/ and /v/
– and Ebonics /ð/ with dental /d/

Language lovers have long bewailed the sad state of pronunciation and
articulation in the United States. Both in sorrow and in anger, speakers
afflicted with sensitive ears wince at such mumblings as guvmint for
government and assessories for accessories. Indeed, everywhere we
turn we are assaulted by a slew of slurrings.

(Lederer 1987:170)
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Native English today – a pluricentric language

How can expressions like “I’m mad about my flat,” “No football 
coaches allowed,” “I’ll come by in the morning and knock you up,” 

and “Keep your pecker up” convey such different messages 
in two countries that purport to speak the same English?

(Lederer 1990:6), 107 5 22

•
• Hiberno-Englishes
• American
• Australian
• Canadian
• New Zealand
• Jamaican
• South African…

in many cases including several subvarieties:
• Cockney
• Estuary English
• Scouse
• Geordie
•
• Newfoundland English
• Anglo-Québec
• AAVE
• Chicano
• Yooper
• Southern American…
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The dilemma of variety choice

-class twit’ today spoken by <3% of the 
(Macaulay 1988; Crystal 1995)

– Queen Elizabeth II’s speech
– UK schools themselves moving away from the prescriptive ethos 

of the past 250 years (Crystal 2006)
–
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The dilemma of variety choice

The average Southerner has the speech patterns of someone 
slipping in and out of consciousness. I can change my shoes and 

socks faster than most people in Mississippi can speak a sentence.

Standard American (or the dialect of who
“pahk their cah in Hahvahd Yahd [and] name their
daughters Sheiler and Linder”; 2000:176), considering
the fact that it is the U S that now boasts more native
English speakers than the rest of the world combined (67 to
70 per cent; Crystal 1997)?
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North American English Dialects
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‘Language variety’

an ethno-political and sociocultural rather than linguistic
construct
ELF is by its very nature hybrid and fluid, used outside of
people’s primary speech communities (‘plurilithic’;
2007), irrespective of physical distance and across linguistic
boundaries
What we have been witnessing is the emergence of global
‘discourse communities’ 1970, 1985; Heath 1983; Swales
1990; Erickson 1992, 2004) or ‘communities of practice’ (Wenger
1998), which use ELF as a mode of language that is not tied
to a particular country or ethnicity, but which is effective for
personal expression in this ‘international community’
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Recurrent features in ELF morphosyntax

– lack of 3rd person singular marker on verbs in the ‘present 
simple’ tense

– use of verb stem instead of gerund
– Isn’t it? as a universal question tag
– omitting plural markings or pluralising non-count nouns
– swapping the relative pronouns who and which
– highly systematic preference for the zero article, and the definite 

one for emphasis (Dewey 2007)
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Outside the Core

• accurate ‘th’ production
• exact vowel quality (will follow from length: peace

peas; leave live)
• weak forms
• epenthesis: I’m from Espain.
• word stress
• rhythm

(Jenkins 2000)

YET
teachers and learners expend enormous amounts of time,
effort and resources polishing these sounds
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All the non-nativelike behaviours may in many cases 
be arguably more effective and appropriate 
than the established ‘StE

At the same time, important competencies come to the fore 
which have often been overlooked in language classrooms 
in the past:
• interaction strategies
• negotiation for meaning
• building rapport
• intercultural and accommodation skills
• ability to learn the sociocultural norms of use and the 

“small cultures” of what to say when (Holliday 2016)…
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Idiomaticity

• users of ELF do not want to accommodate to ENL norms
• an attempt to replicate NS idiomatic usage could be

taken as attempted territorial encroachment (Kasper &
Zhang 1995; Kotthoff 1996; Curell & Sabaté 2008; cf. the ‘uncanny
valley problem’)

• using an idiomatic expression requires mutual familiarity
with its meaning and appropriate context of use In the
case of ELF users, this shared knowledge cannot be
taken for granted Replicating conventional NS idiomatic
behaviour (whether by native or non-native users) can
lead to unilateral idiomaticity (Seidlhofer 2002) and inhibit
rather than facilitate ELF communication
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Major causes of communication breakdowns
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unintelligible speech

simultaneous talk

overlap

pause

lack of topic shift signalling

lack of explicitness

wrong anaphoric or deictic reference reconstruction

faulty semantic reconstruction

code-switching

lack of shared cultural/world knowledge

misinterpretation of proper names

lack of shared lexical knowledge

wrong use of an existing word

wrong word order/tenses

wrong/unfulfilled listener presupposition

subm
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Successful remedial strategies
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enhancing explicitness

paraphrase

repetition

metadiscursive devices

completion of earlier utterance

dividing utterance into smaller parts

requesting assistance from other interlocutors

translating code-switches into English

code-switch into language other than English

subm
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What ELF is not

It is not a set of reduced forms, or a “low-level makeshift
language” (McArthur 2001:1) lacking discipline and structure
and used in rudimentary communication for simple
transactional exchange of information
Nor should it be confused with attempts at ‘language
planning’ which are not descriptions of actual usage
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Simplified versions of English for international 
communication put forward in the past

Ogden’s (1930) English’
Quirk’s (1981) ‘Nuclear English’ ‘versions’ of ‘StE’

Nerrière’s (2004) ‘Globish’ – departing from ENL norms, yet
only to replace them with the author’s own impressionistic
selection of reductive rules, very different from how people
actually use EIL

These prescriptive attempts were artificial constructed
languages, proposed without exploring how people
actually exploit the potential of English
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Implications for learning and teaching

authentic = used by experts (Lewkowicz & Leung, in press)
raise awareness of good practice, not NS norms

The question in teaching ELF is not “does the process result in
performance resembling ‘natural’, native-like usage”, but rather “does it
facilitate communication and further acquisition?”
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‘naturalness’ and frequency in NS
usage

pedagogical usefulness
(coverage) and learning cost 
(relative ease or difficulty; West 
1934) 

samples of actually occurring 
language 

examples to learn from (Widdowson
2003)
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Conclusion

ELF pedagogy should not be subordinated to mastery of
language forms that conform to external NS norms, but
should prioritise forms that are achievable (learnable &
teachable), acceptable, functionally effective, found to
be crucial to international intelligibility, which will
engage learners’ reality and activate the acquisition
process
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learning ENL learning English for 

learning ELF learning English for 
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Conclusion

While we need not necessarily encourage learners to use ill-formed 
constructions:
• we should offer them an informed choice between an inner-circle 

and an ELF target
• given the limited number of contact hours available, we may 

reasonably disregard their ‘errors’ whenever these are unlikely to 
lead to communication breakdown or be face-threatening, 

• when correcting errors, in order not to intimidate and dishearten the 
learner we can prioritise according to their communicative and 
developmental gravity, and

• we should develop strategic and intercultural communicative 
competence, accommodation skills, and interaction and rapport 
building strategies
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Teaching Chinese-L1 speakers
(
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Summary: phonology

• Vowels:
–
– /i , diphthongs too short

• Consonants:
– devoicing
–
–
–
– / /, /
– problems with final consonants
– consonant clusters

•
– stressing too many syllables, no weak forms
– no linking
– ‘flat intonation’
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Summary: grammar

• regularising irregular verbs
•
• no backshift
• missing perfective and progressive aspect
• ‘unreal past’ replaced with present tenses or modals
• avoidance of epistemic modality
• directness
• ‘will’ where present Tn is expected
• problems with passive constructions
• omission of be before predicative adjectives
• problems with auxiliaries
• all-purpose Is it/Isn’t it? question tags
• verb complementation
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Summary: grammar

• mixing up present and past participle
• articles
• S-V concord
• omission of plural -s
• treating mass Ns as countable
• pronoun omission
• failure to differentiate gender
•
• relative pronouns
• inversion wrongly applied or absent
• pre- postmodification
• duplicating conjunctions of concession and cause
• preposition errors
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Summary: lexis

• spelling
• failure to differentiate parts of speech
• avoidance of phrasal Vs
• conventionalised courtesy forms
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Assets of the NNST
• paragons of success and linguistic competence
• knowledge of grammar and metalinguistic competence
• methodological and qualification issues
• wide availability of NS and EIL data
• familiarity with the educational setting, learners’ and parents’ expectations
• upbringing obligations
• command of the learners’ L1

• safe environment, empathy and other affective factors
• common cultural background
• systematicity
• simpler means easier
• mutual comprehension
• the value of the mother tongue
• benefits of translation
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Implications of ELF 
for translation and interpreting

• toning down of native-like pronunciation while interpreting
• code-mixing allowed and cognates preferred in settings where 

>1 language is shared between the translator/interpreter and 
receivers;

• paraphrasing justifiable (even if it prolongs the transmission)
• in cases of choice, regular forms preferred over irregular ones
• culturally tethered/semantically opaque idiomatic expressions 

and colloquialisms should be avoided when they may be 
unknown to the audience

• structurally more explicit constructions preferred over less 
transparent ones

ensuring clarity of the message
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Common myths about bi-
and multilingualism
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Functional plurilingualism

The functional language skills of a plurilingual individual (Hutterli, Stotz & Zappatore 2008:107)

“An individual may be considered to be competent in a language as 
soon as he or she can use the language successfully in a given 

(Hutterli 2012:34)
cf. also variationist research
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Debunking the myths surrounding 
bilingual education
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Benefits of multilingualism
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Wer fremde Sprachen nicht kennt, weiß nichts von seiner eigenen.
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To have another language is to possess a second soul.
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• 1901-
1958;

China

The test when applied to an immigrant, is intended to serve as an
absolute bar to such a person’s entry into Australia, or as a
means of depriving him of the right to remain in the
Commonwealth if he has landed. The test should therefore be
applied in a language with which the immigrant is not
sufficiently acquainted to be able to write out a dictation.

—
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•
The tiger is sleeker, and so lithe and graceful that he does not show
to the same appalling advantage as his cousin, the lion, with the
roar that shakes the earth. Both are cats, cousins of our amiable
purring friend of the hearthrug, but the tiger is king of the family.

—1-
Perhaps the native will one day show fight, and endeavour to
deprive his terrible enemy of its prey. Then the tiger, in rage or self-
defence, attacks him, and the spell is broken. The flesh-eater finds
that there is no magic protecting the guardian of the castle, and
thenceforth becomes a man-slayer.

—1-
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The rioters broke into the Dominican and Franciscan convents; and all the
foreign friars were dragged out and told to pronounce the word ‘ciciri’,
whose sound the French tongue could never accurately reproduce.
Anyone who failed in the test was slain.

— 1958:215
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-
•
The Flemmings or Dutch strangers, who since the Jews were
banished [from London], suffer their part in every sedition, are
fought for all the streets through, all of them massacred, no
sanctuary could save them, thirteen Flemmings were drawn out
of the Church of the Friers Hermits of Saint Augustine, and
beheaded in the streets, and seventeen other pulled out of
another parochial Church died in the same manner. They had a
Shibboleth to discover them, he who pronounced and

, for and had his head lopt off…
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-
• 1515-23 Bûter, brea, en griene tsiis; wa't dat net sizze kin, 

is gijn oprjochte Fries
• 1937)
• Scheveningen beschuit

schavuit 1940)
•
• lollapalooza used by some US sentries to challenge 

unidentified persons
• 1970 80 -

• - 1983
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Career paths of our graduates
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Thank you very much for your attention!
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